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 Experience the world of Spider-Man with a new take on the friendly neighborhood wall-crawler, developed by Insomniac
Games. From New York City to an alien planet, it’s your responsibility to use Spider-Man’s incredible skills to make it home in

one piece. Take on a world filled with non-player characters that you must protect, and unravel an interconnected web of
mystery, drama, and action in this critically-acclaimed experience. Armed with Spidey’s amazing abilities and an arsenal of

awesome new super-powered gear, you can take on the role of Spider-Man in his first solo adventure. Explore the open world of
Spider-Man through an original story that combines the best of the comic books with the latest blockbuster movies. With a fast-
paced, action-packed storyline, fight and swing through NYC and take on an onslaught of enemies as you collect coins, level-up,

and take down bosses. Find and defeat larger-than-life enemies, explore a vast, varied city, and solve different types of
mysteries throughout New York City. In addition to the new story, Spider-Man features gameplay features that allow for a
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deeper level of challenge and immersion. This is Spider-Man’s most detailed open world game to date. Collect spider-sense-like
icons that unlock special abilities and enhance web shooters. Use the new Quick-Play mode to chain together special attacks and

web-sling sequences to create your own combos. Quick-Play makes combat a fast-paced rhythm game with no limits. Get
creative and see how far you can sling and swing your way through New York City. With over 100 levels to beat, gamers will be

able to collect an arsenal of new super-powered gear from the popular Marvel Universe. Spider-Man has been armed with
amazing new gear, including the red and blue versions of the Carnage Symbiote, enhanced gear from the Green Goblin,

upgraded Stealth Suit, Venom suit, and much more. Complete objectives in the story mode to earn new gear, and collect and
upgrade it over time. Spider-Man features a brand-new combo system, incorporating the gear you collect and upgrade into a
combo tree, giving players the ability to create their own combos. Once you’ve mastered the combo system, you’ll be able to

perform incredible wall-crawling, web swinging combos as you swing, slide, and barrel roll across the city. Spider-Man features
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